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A company protesting provisuions in a solicitation
contended that there was insufficient time for preparation of a
responsive bid or to seek clarifications in writing. The
requirement for samples of the exact materials to be used in the
printing of bonds was alleged to be unrealistic and to give an
unfair competitive advantage to the incumbent contractor who was
the only bidder to whcu all essential information was available.
The protest was denied, but the agency should review its
procurement approach to provide a lUnger bid preparation period
and a full description of the samples required. (SW)
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*DIGEST:

1. Protest received by ajency one day before bid
opening and based, among other grounds, on
insufficient bid preparation time is denied wherc
protester did not specifically requeat postpone-
mneut and agency had insufficient reaeon to con-
clude that postponement f bid cnjening date of
urgently needed item would resalt in increased
competition.

2. Protest based on alleged ambiguities in IFB is
denied where record indicates that agency had
clarified alleged ambiguities to same protester
in report on p.:otest of previous procurement.
However recommendation in made to agency to review
its procurement apnroach in order to obtain in-
creased competition.

Kaufman DoDell Printing, Inc. (Kaufman) protests the
provisions of invitation for bids (IFB) No. BPD-7fl-1
issued by the iureau of the Public Debt, Departmant of
the Treasury (Bureau). The IFB, which solicited fixed
price bids for the printing of various bonds, was issued
on June 6, 1977, ca ''ng for bids by July 8, 1977. On
July 5, 1977, Y;52fw re protest was received in this
Office and the Bur - ¼as so notified on July 7, 1977.
Only the incumbent 6contractor had submitted a bid by the
bid opening date. Award has been deferred pending the
decision on Kaufman's protest.

Kaufman contends that there was insufficient time for
preparation of a responsive bid between its receipt of
the IFE on June 22, 1977 and the bid opening date of
July 8, 1977 or to seek clarifications in writing as re-
quired Ly the IFB. It states that the requirement in the
IFB for samples consisting of the exact materials to be
used for the bonds, including carbon paper and assemblies,
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was unrealistic because the manufacture of such bonds i.
illegal except under contract with the Government and
that the bonds from which the samples could be prepared
are unavailable except by purchase at great coat. Kaufman
further contends that the specifications were nebulous
and indefinite in that they fatled to specify paper
lengths, widths and weights, shades of color, type faces
and sizes and other parameters. Thus, it asserts the
procurement gave an unfair competitive advantage to the
incumbent contrac or who was the only bidder to whom
all essential Information was available.

The Bureau insists that a reasonable bidder would
not presume that the Government intended the performance
of an illegal act as a requirement for securing a contract
and it believes the bidder should have contacted the con-
tracting officer for an explanation. It states that
because of the distinctive characteristics of the bonds
and its need to insure that prospective contractors
possess Lhe resources, sLills and know-how necessary to
print the bonds, the bid samples were required in accord-
an-e with Federal Procurement Regulations (FFR) 1-2.202-4,
which permits such samples to determine responsiveness.
The Bureau also asserts thvt use in the IFB of tha words
"illustrative" and "to illustrate" in connection with the
sample requirements made clear that bidders were not
expectod to print and submit as samples exact copies of
the bondsets. It contends that the Bureau never expected
prospective bidders to purchase bonds to use as templates
in preparing the samples but was prepared to furnish, as
it had in the past, the necessary information, material,
dummy samples and mock-ups to any bidder requesting them.
It states that Kaufman never asked the Bureau for such
sample information and materials.

The Bureau concedes that the 30 days between issuance
of the IFB and the bid opening date may provide a first-
time bidder insufficient time to prepare necessary sam-
ples to support its bid if it did not possess the
necessary resources, know-how and facilities. It points
out that Kaufman, in this instance, did not request an
extension of the bid opening date and had not accepted
the suggestion of the Burean after a bond procurement
two years ago that it provide, in advance of the next
procurement, the information necessary to establish
itself with the Bur2au.
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In this connection we note that Kaufman filed a very
similar protest two years ego. Kaufman was determined
to be nonresponuive because of failure to submit samples,
and its protest alleged chat bonds were needed to enable
it to provide the baupld2 but were unavailable except by
purchase, that the manufacture of such bonds was illegal,
and that the incumbent contractor had an unfair competi-
tive advantage. Although its 4toteat was ultimately dis-
missed as 'untimely (Kaufman DeDell>Printing, Inc.,
B-183547, June 23, 1975, 75-1 CPD 380), the Bureau submitted
a substantive report, dated April 30, 1975, na which
Keifuan commented in a letter, dated May 5, 1975. The
ep~jsort discussed the mample requirement and emphasized
''at vo il1agal manufacturing was required, that dummy

"aupoas and mock-ups were available from the Bureau and
that eh<-.'almea were not intended to be exact duplicates
af the bore'Xats to be produced.

We note that Kaufman stateo that it received its
copy of the solicitation on June 22. This may or may
not have permitted sufficient time for bid preparation
and submittal on July 8, 1977. The record indicates how-
*vet, that on June 6, 1977, IFBs were mailed to 15 com-
panies on the bidders' list. Oa the same date, a notice
war rent for publication in the Commerce Business Daily.
Ten more IFBs, including one to Kaufmcn, were later sent
in response to requests resulting frogm the notice published
on June 13, 1977 in the Commerce Buainess Daily. Kaufman
had been removed from the bidders' list because of its
failure to respond to the Bureau's suijgestion of March 25,
1975 that it establish itself as a cjiclifiud producer for
the next bond procurement. Kaufman had made no request
for IFBs for two bond printing'requirements last year
although notices thereof were publis:ed in the Commerce
Business Daily. In short, there is no persuasive evidence.
that the Bureau deliberately attempted to exclude Kaufman
from the competition.

Kaufman did not request an extension of the bid
opening date before sending to the Bureau and this Office
it- protest by letter received here on July 5, 1977.
While the letter did not specifically request a post-
ponement of the bid opening data, its complaint about
the insufficient bid preparation time could reasonably
be interpreted as such a request. However, this lattrt
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wya received by tie Bureau one day before the bid rpen-
ing date and the Bureau did not grant a postponement.
The contract had to be awarded sufficie. al. before
OcLober 1, 1977 to insure *ontinuity of _Ysentlal bond
supplies. A postponement sufficient to enable Kaufman
to, gather the materials necessary to prepare the samples
would have had to be substantial and the Bu-eau was!,with-
out reasonable assurance that a responsive and responsible
bid would have resulted. The Bureau had no indication
that Kaufman had or could obtain at that late date and
in a timely fashion the spea1al equipment necessary for
manufteture of bonds of such high quality. Many of its
objectione had been discussed by the Bureau during the
course of its previous protest. Under theze circum-
stances, we think that the Bureau reasonably believed
that the best interest of the Government did not dictate
a postponement of the bid opening date. Moreover, we
find no reason to question the bid sample requirements
in this case.

Accordingly, Kaufman's protest is denied.

However, the fact that the incumbent has been thF
sole bidder on a number of these procurements causes
us concern. In order to encourage greater competition
for this requirement, we recommend that the Bureau review
its procurement approach and provide a longer bid prepara-
tion period and a full description of the samples required,
listing all characteristics for which the samples will
be examined, as required by FPR 1-2.202-4(d). Moreover
the solicitation should state whether or not the Bureau
Will provitde upon request the dummy samples and mock-
up necessary for bid sample preparation.

By letter of today, we are asking the Bureau to
advise us of any action taken in this regard.

Deputy Comptroalle^ einf it'
of the United States
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The Honorable Filliam S. Ueckman, Jr.
Assiatant Secretary (Administration)
Department of the Treasury

Dear Mr. Beckman:

Enclosed is a copy of our decision of today ,,
taufuan DeDell Printing, Inc. denying its prot*:c
regarding invitation for bids No. BPD-78-1. As you
will note we have made a recommendation that the
Bureau of the Public Debt review its procurement
approach in an effort to encourage greater comreti-
tion.

It is our understanding that the incumbent
contractor has had the contract since 1957 and that no
other company has.submitted a bid except in 1975 when
a nonresponaive bid wva received. Whatever the reason
for this \ieluctance to compete, it appears that adequate
competition has not been obtained and that the incumbent's
prices have not been tested by effective competition or
by coat analysis. If your review indicates that effec-
tiva competition through formal advertising is not
feasible for this requirement, we recommend that con-
sideration be given to procurement by negotiation.
While negotiation may not insure effective competition,
it can enhance confidence in the reasonableness of the
prices. See Comptroller General's report "Contracting
for Navy Ships Repairs and Overhaul--Need for Change",
PEAD-77-44, December 10, 1976, which is enclosed.

It is requested that you advise us of the action
taken in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Dquty Coup troil tkea
of the United States

Inclosurem
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